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Announcement:
SGML & \TeX{} Conference
Groningen, 31 Aug. 1990

This conference, devoted to SGML, \TeX{}, and their symbiosis, is organized by the NTG (Nederlandstalige \TeX{} Gebruikersgroep, i.e., Dutch \TeX{} Users Group) and the SGML Holland Users Group. The conference will be held at the University of Groningen.

After some coffee, welcome etc., the day will start with a survey (invited speaker) about the relationship between SGML and \TeX{}, now and in the future. During the day we have two parallel streams of presentations (1/2 and 3/4 hour talks) and for those wandering around there will be a vendor booth, a book stand, a selling point for \TeX{} ‘gadgets’, and copying facilities for PD (\TeX{}) programs, and of course an information booth. The closing session (invited speaker) will be about Electronic Publishing in the future with a wink to SGML and \TeX{}.

To celebrate the joint happening we will end with a nice cocktail party offered by Elsevier and Samson Publishers.

The conference language is Dutch but speakers will be urged to have their transparencies in English (non-natives are supposed to speak English). The abstracts will be in English.

\TeX{}, \LaTeX{}, Metafont (TUG-like) courses as well as SGML courses are held before the conference and in the week after.

Members of any SGML or \TeX{} Users Group are charged for f 75,—, students for f 25,—, and non-members for f 150,—.

Further information: C.G. van der Laan (cgl@rug.nl)
RekenCentrum RijksUniversiteit Groningen
Landleven 1, 9700 AV, 050-633374
Groningen, The Netherlands
Conference phone number: 050-638080

---

1Version 1.2
Conference Booking Form

SGML & TeX conference
Groningen, 31 Aug. 1990

Name: ____________________________________________________________
Organisation: _____________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Telephone: ________________________________ Email: ____________________

I wish to present a paper Yes/No

Title paper* ______________________________________________________

* An abstract must be sent separately, to cgl@rug.nl before 1st of May. Please supply: Title talk, full name, (e-mail) address, followed by the abstract (in English), preferably in \TeX’s article style, (12pt, 1 page at most). Notice of acceptance will be given in June. Submission final abstract 1st of July.

Fee: ○ f 25,— Student (Card must be shown at registration)
     ○ f 75,— Member NTG/SGML/any SGML or TeX Users Group
     ○ f 150,— Non-member

Payment: ○ check/giro enclosed  Signature: ____________________________
         ○ __________________________ Signature: _______________________
         ○ __________________________ Date: ____________________________

Payment and Registration Address Please send this completed form, together with your payment, (and membership NTG/SGML appliance as appropriate), to NTG-SGML conference treasurer:

Koen Mulder: SGML Holland Users Group
             Postbus 1148, 6801 MK, Arnhem, The Netherlands
             Giro: 2905269

Note: How to come there etc. will be sent in July. Hotel information: VVV (i.e. Tourist office), Naberpassage 3, 9712 JV, Groningen, phone +31 50 139700), fax +31 50 136358.